
Disc Golf Honor Draft

Give a brief description of disc golf along with a history of the game

Disc golf is a flying disc sport in which players throw a disc at targets on a course which typically
has 9 or 18 holes.  The object of the game is to complete the course in the fewest throws of the
disc.

Disc golf was first invented in the early 1900s. The first game was held in Bladworth,
Saskatchewan, Canada in 1926. Ronald Brandon Cain and a group of his school buddies
played a game of throwing tin lids into 4 foot wide circles drawn into sandy patches on their
school grounds. They called the game Tin Lid Golf.

The "father" of the modern form of disc golf was Ed Headrick.  He established the Disc Golf
Association (DGA) in 1976.

Today there are over 7,000 disc golf courses installed throughout the world.

Identify the equipment used for disc golf
● The tee pad is the starting point for each hole.  This flat surface may be constructed of

cement, rubber, artificial turf, or dirt.
● Discs are specialized, round, "flat" pieces of plastic which are designed for optimum

aerodynamics.
● You need at least one disc but generally you should have at least one of each of the

following: driver, mid-range, putter.
○ Driver:  Used for the longest distance throws. Drivers are recognized by their

sharp edge and have most of their mass concentrated on the outer rim of the disc
rather than distributed equally throughout.

○ Mid-Range:  Used for shorter distance throws. Mid-range discs feature a dull,
rounded edge and a moderate rim width. They offer more control than drivers,
but they have a smaller range.

○ Putter:  Used when close to the target (catcher).
● Target aka Disc Catcher, Basket

Discs are designed with a flight pattern in mind which is defined by a series of numbers
called Speed, Glide, Turn, and Fade. Another term used is the disc's stability. Explain the
meaning of each of the flight-related terms listed below.

● Speed:  Speed ratings range from 1 to 14. Discs with a lower speed rating tend to be
easier to throw, but might not go as far. If you're looking for more distance, speed ratings
on the higher side of that range will accomplish that, but could be harder to throw.

● Glide:  Glide ratings range from 1 to 7. Glide is the disc's ability to stay in the air as it
flies toward the target.



● Turn:  Turn ratings range from +1 to -5. Turn defines how much the disc turns to the right
when first thrown for a right-hand player throwing backhand (RHBH). Discs with a score
closer to -5 will have more turn.

● Fade:  Fade ratings range from 0 to 5. Fade defines how much the disc turns to the left
at the end of it’s flight for a right-hand player throwing backhand (RHBH).  The higher the
number, the stronger the fade.

● Stable:  A disc that is stable will tend to have the straightest flight pattern.
● Over-Stable:  A disc that is over-stable will tend to track left for a right-hand player

throwing backhand (RHBH).
● Under-Stable:  A disc that is under-stable will tend to track right for a right-hand player

throwing backhand (RHBH).



Draw a diagram (with measurements) of a disc catcher



Describe how the game is played

● Play begins at the throwing pad on hole 1.
● Throwing Order. Throwing order on the tee of the first hole is the order in which the

players are listed on the scorecard. Throwing order on all subsequent tees is determined
by the scores on the previous hole, so that the player with the lowest score throws first,
and so on. Ties do not change the throwing order. After all players have a lie other than
the teeing area, the player whose lie is farthest from the target  is next in the throwing
order.

● Completing a hole.  A hole is completed when the disc rests in the catcher’s basket or is
caught in the chains directly above the basket.  If the disc lands on top of the basket the
hole is not completed.

● After a hole is completed,  proceed to the next hole.
● Repeat until all holes are completed.
● If a disc goes out of bounds or is lost during play, a penalty is applied by adding 1 to the

number of throws. The player can throw again from the prior lie or from the spot where
the disc went out of bounds.

● A hole may require a mandatory throw to the right or left of an obstacle (a "mando"). If
you fail the mando you are required to add a penalty stroke to your score.

● Disc golf courses are normally laid out in and around wooded areas with diverse terrain
to provide natural obstacles to the flight of the disc. The course must not be altered by
the player in any way to decrease the difficulty of a hole. Players must play the course as
they find it and play the disc where it lies.

Demonstrate the following throws and techniques.  If you do not have an experienced
instructor, links to instructional videos are provided.

● Backhand throw
○ https://youtu.be/NIlYGRahKvQ
○ https://youtu.be/Sgn6Os4YSW0
○ https://youtu.be/G160oVYT1T0

● Run-up for backhand (X-Step)
○ https://youtu.be/ppnmwkr2jO0
○ https://youtu.be/Av4TO41i_04

● Anhyzer throw
○ https://youtu.be/2ccbLpHbI5Y
○ https://youtu.be/lUPKGRx9lJg

● Forehand throw
○ https://youtu.be/DOECjLjhiTI
○ https://youtu.be/n9lBQsX6zP0
○ https://youtu.be/FdqoQj0ABfQ
○ https://youtu.be/NPBfnzVF3Pc
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● Approach shot
○ https://youtu.be/ioX_Xt7P2dg
○ https://youtu.be/9E4qyvYL-xs

● Difficult lie shots
○ https://youtu.be/n7ZQbxrr1v8
○ https://youtu.be/apSL3JGCUEo

● Getting more distance
○ https://youtu.be/GXigi8aw0sg

● Putting
○ https://youtu.be/4spUSMi6xm0
○ https://youtu.be/I7S-LmipppU

Describe how disc golf can be used for missionary outreach

One suggestion is to pair up with other players on the course. During the round be friendly and
speak of your friendship with Jesus. Offer to pray before or after the round. Get your new
friend's contact information so you can get together for another game.

Another suggestion is to hold a disc golf tournament for the community. Have a brief
worship/prayer. Provide a gift bag of disc golf related goodies and include a small gospel tract.

Every time I am searching for a lost disc I am reminded of God's call for me to search for lost
souls

Another suggestion is to leave glow tracts at strategic locations around the course.  It is best to
place them where they will not be blown around as litter.

List at least  2 spiritual and/or character building lessons you can learn from disc golf

● Humility
● Patience
● Learning to play/live by the rules

Play at least 3 9-hole rounds (total of 27 holes)
● Demonstrate good technique for the various kinds of throws
● Keep score
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